Arrive at Devaney & Check In
Turn onto Transformation Drive. Turn south (right) onto Court Street. Park in parking lot. Walk to check-in entrance.

Drive to Your Hall
Exit from Transformation Dr., turning left (south) onto Antelope Valley Pkwy. Travel south to Vine Street. Turn east (left) and proceed towards East Campus on Vine.

Drive to Hall Queuing
Return to car. Exit parking lot turning right then into Hall Queuing Lot. Look for the same color row as your hang tag.

Drive to East Campus
Turn east (left) onto Vine St. Continue east for one mile to 33rd St. Directions continue on back of this sheet.

Do not use GPS! (Google Maps, Waze, etc.)
Vehicles need to flow in a specific direction to unload. Using your GPS to navigate to your hall could send you the wrong way into the unloading queue.
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